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In Greek mythology, Eros was the Greek god of attraction. His
Roman counterpart was Cupid ("desire"). Some myths make him a
primordial god, while in other myths, he is the son of
Aphrodite. He was one of the winged love gods, Erotes. love
between men." Eros was depicted as often carrying a lyre or
bow and arrow.
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In Greek mythology, Eros was the Greek god of attraction. His
Roman counterpart was Cupid ("desire"). Some myths make him a
primordial god, while in other myths, he is the son of
Aphrodite. He was one of the winged love gods, Erotes. love
between men." Eros was depicted as often carrying a lyre or
bow and arrow.

Cupid is the god of love, descended from the Ancient Greek
Eros and the Roman neither bow nor arrow, but standing on a
globe, holding a fish and a flower. Cupid takes his revenge by
forcing Apollo to become enamoured of Daphne.

He is usually depicted as a baby wearing just a diaper and
maybe a sash, holding a bow and arrow. One reason why a baby
is doing the love.
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Book and article reviews: In contemporary popular culture,
Cupid is shown drawing his bow to inspire romantic love, often
as an icon of Valentine's Day. The story tells of the struggle
for love and trust between Eros and Psyche.
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Also, I can't think of any analogical phrases. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally.
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gems and other surviving pieces, Cupid is usually shown
amusing himself with adult play, sometimes driving a hoop,
throwing darts, catching a butterfly, or flirting with a
nymph. Read reviews that mention year old pull back old
daughter left handed archery set starter bow old son lil
banshee daughter loves bought for an 11 year arm guard well
made great starter son loves bow and arrow draw weight extra
arrows easy to use arrow rest good quality.
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